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Utterance 1

Apparently the Department of

Transport announced on Wednesday

17 April that it was in the process of

scrapping the embattled RAF for a

new scheme. "As government, we

intended to replace the current fault-

based system administered by the

RAF - which often results in

extensive and costly litigation,

prolonged claims finalisation and

high administrative cost - with the

RABS," said spokesperson Ishmael

Mnisi.. 

 

FACTS:
- Anyone claiming and reporting
that the RAF is about to be
“scrapped” and replaced by RABS
is lying, misleading the public,
don’t have the facts and is acting
unconstitutionally!
- The RABS Bill has not been
approved by Members of
Parliament and lapsed at the end
of the 5th parliament. It is also
subject to a Cape Town High
Court Review (a DA RABS
Minority Report application). 
Even if RABS is approved by
MP’s, there is then still a very
long Constitutional, affordability
and Regulatory Risk Assessment
road ahead for this Bill – which it
WILL NOT PASS!

The RAF is
being scrapped
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- Utterances like this is making a
farce of our democracy, our
Constitution and the rule of law. If
you advocate the imminent
introduction of RABS, you are
saying the democratically elected
Members of Parliament serves no
purpose in making laws, the
Constitution is not relevant and
the courts have no role to play in
our society. This will be
advocating anarchy, which is
perhaps the intention…who
knows?
- The Road Accident Fund (RAF)
support the objectives that are
guaranteed in our Constitution,
namely bodily integrity and being
safe (including being safe on our
treacherous roads). The proposed
Road Accident Benefit Scheme
(RABS) does not support these
objectives.
- We tend to focus on the annual
tragedy of the Easter Weekend
death toll. But what about the 38
people that die on our roads every
day! This is more than 14 000
people per year! The RAF ensures
comprehensive loss of support
claims by the dependants of
accident victims as well as loss of
income claims by injured persons
- as required by the Constitution. 

If the RAF is scrapped and
replaced by RABS - who will
protect the interests of the
children and dependants of the
38 people who die every day?
- The Department of Transport
has wasted millions of Rands on
PR and unnecessary staff
appointments to promote a bill
that is not approved by
Parliament and that will be
found to be unconstitutional.
Why!? …perhaps because the
fuel levy (R3.3b cash per
month!) will simply flow into
state coffers, to be utilised as
they pleases? Currently these
funds can only be used to
administer RAF claims, to pay
dependants and injured and for
treatment needed. 
- The last fact on this utterance
is that the RAF is not
functioning optimally or as
cost-effective as what the RAF
Act intended it to be or as it
used to be. There is however
management and organisational
solutions that can in many cases
be fixed relatively easily. The
RAF can be cash-flow positive
(again) in 12-24 months if the
leadership will and managerial
commitment exist!
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The 'embattled'
RAF is not
working
The Department of Transport (DOT)

announced on 17 April that it is in

the process of scrapping the RAF for a

new scheme. "As government, we

intended to replace the current fault-

based system administered by the

RAF, which often results in extensive

and costly litigation, prolonged

claims finalisation and high

administrative cost with the Road

Accident Benefit Scheme (RABS)," -

spokesperson Ishmael Mnisi. 

FACTS: 
The RAF wants the current system
to fail and are managing it into the
ground to support the notion that
proposed Road Accident Benefit
Scheme (RABS) is needed. 
The RAF doesn’t execute their
legal mandate as per the RAF Act
The Act compels the RAF to make
a sensible & fair compensation
offer to claimants within 120 days,
but the RAF ignores this in more
than 90% of cases - breaking their
own law – wilfully and by design.
There is even an RAF strategy
document for this. It forces
claimants to get an attorney to
represent them to coerce the RAF
to do its work. Then the RAF
accuses attorneys of
misusing the system?!

Utterance 2
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The RAF abuses the system. It has
run up an R8.4b legal tab as result
of this mismanagement, yet
blames attorneys for this issue
and costs!? The RAF spends tens
of millions of Rand to solicit
direct claims, which is not
provided for in the RAF Act!. This
is where a claimant is encourage
to claim directly from the RAF
and not use a legal representative
to assist them. The RAF then
simply let tens of thousands of
claims lapse (prescribe) without
any further work from the RAF
side. This means they have made
a claimant wait for three years!
By not attending to the claims
until they expire, the RAF saves
billions of Rand. Heart breaking
is that this ‘saving’ is mostly from
poor and rural members of the
public. Information about this
practice of the RAF - in position
of the HAWKS - confirm that in
an 18-month period there were
9000 such cases. By now it must
tally up to tens of thousands of
lapsed claims, which equals tens
of billions of Rand in ‘savings’. 
This refusal of the RAF to execute
their legal mandate and doing the
work, is resulting in High Court
rolls being swamped by RAF
cases. Roughly 80% of the cases
on the  High Court rolls are RAF

 

.

T

 cases. Then 75% of these cases ‘all
of a sudden’ gets settled on the
steps of the court. At this point the
RAF has wasted hundreds of
millions of Rand in unnecessary
legal and expert expenses. And yet
again the RAF blames attorneys
and the RAF ‘system’ not
working!?
It is not the RAF ‘system’ that is
not working. It is the RAF
leadership and management that
is not executing their legal and
constitutional mandates….sugar
coated by millions of Rand of
wasted PR propaganda on RABS.
THE RAF COULD BE WORKING,
After seven decades, the RAF is a
proven system that has been
validated in the courts. If
managed properly, it is one of the
best such systems in the world!
The public has independent legal
assistance and medical experts
determine the extent of injuries
and the impact thereof on road
accident victims and their
dependants. The fuel levy funding
is ring-fenced and the
Government cannot use it for
anything else. And as a further
safeguard, our courts have full
oversight of the outcomes. What
can be so bad that the RAF 
has to be scrapped?
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3rd party
insurance works
in some countries
Compulsory third party insurance
was scrapped in SA three decades ago.
It was too expensive. The cost then
was about 60c fuel levy in R1. It will
be more costly now. Some private
companies went bankrupt at the time
and left thousands of claimants
without benefits. Can Government
abdicate it’s constitutional duties to
profit-making private companies?
Decades later, none of the required
competence still exist in insurance
companies. They might simply
recruit from the current RAF - which
courts often found to be incompetent
and unable to execute the work
required by the RAF Act. Where will
the ‘new’ industry emerge from? 

Namibia is cited as a grand example
of a no-fault system. It has 1400 road
deaths a year. We have 15 000! The
same touted insurance based system
in the UK is under immense pressure
as being too costly. Five states in the
USA reversed similar systems.
South-Australia as well. Before
making uninformed statements -
rather do the research compelled by
the Satchell Commission to
determine affordability and
practicality of changes to the current
RAF system. Insurance / 3rd party
agents may well be part of a future
solution BUT this can only be
decided after proper research, cost
analyses, fuel levy impact studies and
consultation with the public, the
medico-legal- and medical and
insurance industries. Then sound
and sustainable solutions that is
affordable and constitutional        
 can be formulated.

Utterance 3
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Scrap RAF and
save on fuel levy
Saving almost R2 on the fuel levy?
NOT TRUE. Uninformed and
downright reckless reporting. Our
Constitution guarantees for SA
citizens bodily integrity; equal
access to health services; a safe
environment for to live (and
travel) in. The fuel levy is the
ONLY funding source to
implement and ensure these
citizen rights. Whatever system,
law or policy is in future decided
upon, the only alternative to a fuel
levy is to redirect funding (tax
money) from other areas, i.e.
Education; Safety; Power
Generation, etc. Not feasible we'd
say....
 
 

 

Those who comment that the
proposed RABS will be cheaper
and the fuel levy will reduce are
simply not living in the real SA. If
the RAF is scrapped and the
RABS gets introduced, the fuel
levy will increase by 40-100%
Stated by the RAF appointed
actuarial firm. With RABS, the
number of claims will increase
dramatically, because even drunk
drivers and criminals being
involved in accidents will be paid!
and
(1) The RAF has a backlog of
about 240 000 claims - increasing
by 40 000 per year. These will
still have to be funded by the fuel
levy on top of the 40-100%
increase to fund RABS! This will
equal current fuel levy + 40-100%
(RABS) + 20% for the 
remaining RAF claims!
 

Utterance 4
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(2) the current RAF allows up to
three years for claims to be
lodged in terms of the
provisions of the ACT. After
after RABS comes into effect,
any person a motor vehicle
accident for the three years
preceding the introduction of
the ‘whatever’ other system to
replace it, will still be able to
lodge a claim against the RAF
Act and this can take up to 4-6
years to ‘run-out’. The current
fuel levy + 40-100% (RABS) + 20%
(RAF backlog) + 40% for these
legal claims still to come
 (± 300 000)
(3) The current RAF Act has to
continue to provide for future
medical treatment of seriously
injured person in the past 30
years until they die! RABS will
not change this. The constitution
guarantees this! This involves
about 500 000 members of the
public!.
Thus current fuel levy + 40-100%
(RABS) + 20% (RAF backlog) +
40% (3 years legal claims still to
come) + 20% for future treatment
as required by the constitution.

There is only ONE way in which
all of this can be balanced: 
get the RAF management & staff
competent again, get them to
execute the RAF Act’s mandate
(settle claims), cap legal fees of
attorneys and medical experts,
improve road safety and fix our
provincial hospitals…then the
public's current and
constitutional benefits and rights
will be maintained and the fuel
levy can drop by 20-25%! 
Then only!
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It will be easier
to claim from
the RABS
"The proposed RABS (Road Accident
Benefit Scheme) would provide a
social safety net, based on social
security principles, to those injured in
road crashes and to the dependents of
breadwinners killed as a result of
crashes. RABS payments will be made
directly to claimants, medical and
healthcare service providers, according
to the department of Transport. RABS
will furthermore continue to
indemnify those responsible for road
crashes from civil liability." said
Ishmael Mnisi - spokesperson for the
Department of Transport

 FACTS:  A claimant will have to:
- Complete a 9-page form (last time we
checked) 
 - Go back to where the accident took
place to try and get the SAPS accident
report
-Go to where treatment was received
(provincial hospital in most cases) to get
hospital records
- Find a relevant medical practitioner to
fill in another form (at a professional
medical fee) to confirm the injuries and 
that it was caused by the road accident.
- Find the nearest RABS office to lodge
the claim. E.g. in Limpopo Province it will
be Polokwane. The claimant will have to
get there with own transport and costs
and back home -200 kms away maybe.
- If low and behold, this all gets done, the
claimant has to wait for  phone call and
sms. If there is no feedback after 180  
 days the claimant must ‘know’ the
 claim has been denied.

Utterance 5
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- To appeal, the claimant must repeat all
of these steps AND new information to
support the reasons for the appeal.
- The appeal must be done via email. 
- The appeal is done at the same
government agency (RABS) who denied
the claim in the  first place.
- Again wait for 180 days for a phone call
or sms.
- No call or message can again be assumed
as a denial or the appeal.
 
A claimant will not be allowed to have an
attorney, because common-law right is
removed in RABS)
A claimant may not sue RABS - they are
absolved from any legal action.
 
You can see how well this will work and
how ‘easy’ claims will be…the majority of
RAF claims are from rural road users
(with limited access to technology) and
few with more than high-school (or some
high-school) education.
 
Removing common law is
unconstitutional but removing support
for the most vulnerable road users (and
accident victims) is plain criminal.


